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Company

Outline

【Address】

2-19-6, Nakaikegami, Ota-ku, Tokyo 146-0081, Japan

【Contents of Business】

Manufacturer & Sale of industrial tools for water pipe line installation.

【Overseas Offices】

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam ( Representative Office)

Contact

Information

【Department】 Overseas Business Division

Tel: +81-3-3755-3371

E-Mail: d.suzuki@osaki-precision.co.jp

Company PR

We specialize in machines and tools for installing and maintaining the lifelines of 

modern communities.

Osaki Precision Co., Ltd was founded in 1948. Since then, for the last 70 over years, we 

have been supporting people's modern way of life by supplying equipment and tools for 

plumbing engineering. Our hard work has secured us an ever-increasing share of business, 

and indeed the highest share, in this field in Japan. We are highly regarded by the 

waterworks departments of local governments, and by city gas supplier and plumbing 

companies.

You can do the plumbing work with no needs to stop water supply by using our drilling 

machines. This method of the tapping works under water supply is major in Japan , and it is 

called “Hot Tapping” method.

There are many merits of the “Hot Tapping” method , like below :

- Time shortening of the plumbing works. 

- Reduction of the working cost.

- The cutting waste is completely removed out by the special mechanism of the Osaki drill. 

So, no necessary to cleaning inside of pipe after tapping works. It means that small cutting 

chips and waste will not drop into the pipe. 

- No necessary to announcement and arrangement of water supply truck.

etc.
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Company PR

※ for Southeast Asia market.

Our drilling machines are trusted and widely used in Taiwan and Southeast Asia.

※ In addition to Taiwan and Southeast Asia markets, our company also sells drilling 

machines & other products to countries in Europe (Sweden), Africa (Kenya), central Asia 

(Tajikistan), USA, etc.
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diameter 

13~50 15~50 20~30 20~50 75~150 15~25

Pipe PVC, PE, 

cast iron,…

PVC, PE, 

cast iron,…

PVC, PE,

cast iron ,…

PE, cast

iron,…

PE, cast

iron,…

PVC, PE

Weight 4.6kg 6.2kg 9.6kg 14.8kg 23kg 1.5kg
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